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To verifシthecalculation methods used for the evaluations of neu甘ondose at the radiation shielding design ofthe 
high-intensity proton accelerator facility (J-PARC)， dose dis甘ibutionsin a plastic phantom of30 x 30 x 30 cm3 slab 
placed behind iron and concrete test shields were measured by using a tissue equivalent proportional counter for 
65-MeV quasi開monoenergeticneutrons generated企omthe 7Li(p刈 reactionswith 68四 MeV protons at the TIARA 
facility. Dose distributions in the phantom were calculated by usir1g the MCNPX and the NMTC/JAM四MCNPcodes
with the flux-to-dose conversion coe伍cientsprepared for the shielding design of the facility. The comparison 
results show the calculated results were in good agreement with the measured ones within 20%圃
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1. Introduction 

The high圃intensityproton accel巴ratorfacilityl)， J-PARC， 
is now under construction as a joint project between Japan 
Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) and High Energy 

Accelerator Research Organization (KEK). The facility 
composes accelerator complex of a 600・MeV linear 
accelerator of 400kW， a 3・GeV proton synchrotron (PS) ring 
of lMW and a 50同 GeV PS ring of 750 kW， and 
experimental facilities for particle physics， nuclear physics， 
materials science， life science and nuclear technology. For 
radiation shielding designs of the 白cility，high園 energy
particle transport codes are used for dose evaluations behind 
the shields. At the case of such facilities， th巴dosescaused 
by neutrons， especially for intermediate en巴rgy企om20 to 
180 Me V， are important because these neutrons con仕ibute

dominantly to effective dose outside the shields. From the 
viewpoint of the dose evaluation， the accuracy of the 
calculation methods used for the shielding designs， however， 
have not been validated su団cientlyfor intermediate energy 

neutrons because oflacking of exp巴rimentaldose data. To 
verify the calculation methods for the evaluations ofneutron 

dose， experiments were performed in several tens Me V 
neu位onfield at the AVF cyclotron facility， TIARA of JAERI 
Takasaki. Dose dis仕ibutionsin a slab phantom placed 

behind test shields were measured for 65-Me V 
quasi-monoenergetic neutrons. For the comparisons with 
the measured resu1tsタcalculationsof dose distribu討onswere 

performed by using the methods of radiation shielding 
designs ofthe J-PARC. 
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11. Experiments 

1. Experimental Setup 

Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the 
experimental arrangement at the TIARA facili勿.
Quasi-monoenergetic source neutrons of about 65 MeV 
were produced in 5.2 mm thick 7Li幽targets(99.9%叩 richeの
bombarded with 68園 MeV protons. Source neutrons 
emitted in the forward direction were introduced to a 
10.9-cm同 diameter and 220-cm剛 long iron collimator 
embedded in a shielding wal1 and a 10.9・cm-diameterand 
85園 cm-longadditional col1imator on a movable stand， while 
proton b巴ampene仕atingthrough the target was bent down 
by a clearing magnet to a Faraday cup. A copper plate of 
3-mm同thickwas set at the exit of the additional collimator 
as a neutral proton beam stopper. Three kinds of test 
shields， 50・cm-thick concrete shield， 20圃 cm-thick iron 
shield， and 20-cm-thick iron/25・crrトthickconcrete shields 

complex， were used in the measurements. The test shields 
assembled with 120 x 120 x 10-crrトthickiron slabs and 120 
x 120 x 25-cm・thickconcrete slabs were placed on the 

Additional Collimator 

Fig.l Cross sectional view ofthe experimental arrangement 



movable stand at th巴巴xitof the additional collimator. 

Densities of the iron and the concrete test shields are 7.87 
and 2.31 g cm-3， respectively. The 30 x 30 x 30 cm3 slab 
phantom made of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) w出

placed behind the test shields at the position of558 cm企om
the Li target. Density of the phantom is 1.20 g cm-3. 

Neutron doses on the phantom and 2-， 3.5・， 5・and15・cm
depth in the phantom were measured along the center 1ine of 
the phantom with the tissue巴quivalentproportional counter 
σEPC) (Far West Technology lnc.， Model LET-SW1/2). 
The counter consists of a sphere of TE plastic wall， a 
collecting wire and an outer aluminum shell. An intemal 
diameter and a wall thickness ofthe sphere are 1.27 cm and 
0.127 cm， respectively. The O.l8-mm-thick and 2.0 cm 
outer diameter aluminum shell outside the TE sphere is used 
as a vacuum tight container. The count巴rwas filled with a 
propane剛basedTE gas at the pressure of 9.03 kPa， which 
simulated a 2・μm-diametersphere of unit density tissue. 
Dose distributions in th巴 phantomwere obtained企om

microdosimetric spectra measured by the TEPC and the 
quali句rfactor， Q(L)， given in ICRP Pub1.602) with the 
assumption that the 1ineal energy， y， is equal to L. 
Energy spectra of sour∞neutron above 10 Me V have 

been measured by the TOFぐTime-of-F1ight)method with a 
12.7-cm-diameter x 12.7・cm-long BC501A liquid 
scinti11ation detecto?). 白 1 the other hand， the source 
spectra for the n巴utronenergy below 10恥1eV have been 
measured by using a spherical mu1ti-moderator 
spectrometer4). Figure 2 shows the evaluated source 
spectra4)企omthe measurements. The peak intensities of 
the sourc巴 neutronshave been measur巴dby using a 
proton回recoil-counter舟 lescope(PRT) 5). The intensity of 
neutrons was monitored with the proton beam Faraday cup 
and two fission counters placed near the target and the 
collimator， of which e百iciencieshad be巴ncalibrated with 
the PRT. Error of neu仕onintensity monitoring was 
estimated to less than 7%. 
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Fig.2 Energy spectra of source neutrons 
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HI. Calculations 

Neutron Dose distributions in the phantom behind the 
shields were obtained企omcalculated neutron energy 
sp即位aand the flux-to-dose conversion coefficients. 

1. Neutron Energy Spectra 

The energy spec仕ain the phantom through the shields 
were calculated by using two kinds ofお10nteCar10 codes， 
MCNPX 2.1.56) and NMTC/JAM7)-MCNP4C8). The 

fonner was employed with the LA150 cross section 1ibrary) 
In the calculation， the 1ibrary was used for neutrons only 
below 20 Me V according to th巴defaultoptions in this code. 
As for the latt巴r，the NMTC/JAM code was applied to the 
transport calculations of neu位。nsabove 20 Me V. The 
MCNP4C code was app1ied to the transport calculation of 
low-energy neu仕onsbelow 20 Me V using continuous 
energy cross section datalO) based on JENDL・3.211).

2. Calculation Geometry 

Three-dimensional calculation geome仕y，as shown in Fig. 
3， was used in the calculations. Sour田 neutronsimpinge 
on the shield at its center. The detector modeled as a 

sphere of 1.524 cm in diameter， assembled with the TE 
plastic wall and TE gas in the cavity， was placed at the 
measured position in the phantom. A track length 
estimator of the sphere was used as the flux estimator for 
the calculation. 

Test Shield 

Point Source Neutron beam spreading 

3.89 X 10-4 sr 

490cm 

ド 558cm

Fig. 3 Ca1culation geometry 

3. Neutron flux-to同 doseConversion Coefficients 

Neutron flux-to-dose conversion coe伍cients12)prepared 
for the shielding design of the facility were used in the 
present work. The e島 ctivedose conversion coefficients 
for neutrons企omthermal energy to 20 MeV were obtained 
from those for front irradiation (AP geome佐y)based on the 
ICRP Pub1. 7413)， whi1e those for neutrons企om20 MeV to 
2 Ge V were 0 btained企omevaluated resu1ts14). 

日T. Results and Discussion 

1. Calculated Energy Spectra ofNeutrons 

Figures 4 and 5 show the calcu1at巴denergy spec仕aof 
neutrons in the phantom behind the 50圃cm-thickconcrete 
and the 20・cm回thickiron test shields， respectively. The 
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figures show that the spectra behind the iron shield 

calculated by NMTC/JAM同MCNPagree with those by 

MCNPX on the whole. 印1the other hand， the spec仕a
behind the concrete shield calcu1ated by 
NMTC/JAM圃 MCNPwere slightly larger than those by 

MCNPX for the energy above 3 MeV at both the positions 

on the phantom and 15 cm depth in the phantom. This 

disagreement is ascribed to the transmission calculations 

through the concrete shie1d by using the two kinds of codes. 

As for the spectra behind the iron and the concrete shields 

complex， the same tendency for the case behind the concrete 
shield is found， but the disagreement is smaller than that 

behind the concrete shields. 
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Fig.5 CalcuIated energy spec回 behindthe iron shield 

Comparison of Dose 
Bebind the Shield 

Distributions 111 Phantom 

Figure 6 shows the measured and calculated dose 
distributions in the phantom behind the concrete shield. It 

was found企omthe fi思lre that the dose distributions 

calculated by using MCNPX and NMTC/JAM-MCNP agree 

well with the measured ones. As for the comparison 
between the calculated results， the dose calculated by using 
NMTC/JAM-MCNP was slightly larger than that by using 
MCNPX， and the measure resu1ts were put between the two 
calculated resu1ts. Figure 7 shows the dose dis仕ibutionin 

the phantom behind the iron shield and the iron/concrete 

shields complex. The figure shows the dose distributions 

calculated by using MCNPX and NMTC/JAM-MCNP agree 

well with the measured ones. 
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Comparison of measured and calcu1ated dose 
dis出butionsin the phantom behind the iron and 
the iron/concrete complex shields 

Figures 8 and 9 show the C厄 valuesof dose distributions 

in the phantom behind the shiclds by using MCNPXmd 

NMTC/JAl¥ιMCNP， respectively. The calculated results 
by using the two codes were in good agreement with the 

measured ones within 20% on the whole. The CA values 

on the surface of the phantom were larger than those inside 

the phantom. This disagreement is ascribed to applying 

the approximation for intermediate energy n巴utronsin the 

calculations， in which the charged particles and recoil 

nuclide are assumed to lose the energy closely near the 

reaction point. on the surface ofthe phantom， a part ofthe 

energy is deposited in the active volume of the TEPC 
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neutrons. It was revealed企omthe r巴su1tsthat the 

calculation methods used in the present work could evaluate 

the e:ffective dose caused by intermediate energy neutrons 
with high accuracy. 
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because the range of the particles is long for intermediate 

energy neutrons. on the other hand， the approximation is 
applicable inside the phantom because of the balance of 

incoming and outgoing charged particles. From the 

comparison results between neutron and proton fluxes， the 
con仕ibutionof secondary protons produced in the shields 

can be neglected in dose evaluations because the range of 

the protons is so short in the shields that the protons 

produced near the surface of shields can only be transmitt巴d.
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V. Condusions 

To verifシthecalculation methods used for the巴valuations

of neutron dos巴 atthe radiation shielding design of the 

J-PARC， dose distributions in the plastic phantom placed 
behind the shields were measured for 65・MeV

quasi爾monoen巴rg巴ticneutrons fields. The dis仕ibutions

were calculated by using the MCNPX and the 

NMTC/JAM凶MCNPcodes with the flt酔 to-doseconversion 

coe盟cientsprepared for the shielding design of the facility. 

The comparison results show the calculated results w巴rein 

good agreement with the measured ones within 20%. The 

CA values on the surface of the phantom were larger than 

thos巴inthe phantom because of applying the approximation 

in the calculations， in which the charged particles are 

assumed to lose the energy closely near the reaction point. 
on th巴 surfaceof the phantom， a part of the energy is 

deposited at the active volume of the TEPC because the 

range of the particles is long for interm巴diateenergy 
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